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Should we judge a book by it’s cover? 

The Iron Man has been lured into the trap by Hogarth. Is this the end of The Iron Man? 

Please do not read ahead! It’s important that you read the pages and then answer the 
questions before you read the next part so that you are able to make predictions and 
assumptions without knowing what is going to happen. 

English: 

 

Here’s a reminder of the reading VIPERS we use in 
school. VIPERS are the skills we use to gain 
understanding from what we are reading and the 
questions that are asked are building your ability to 
use each skill.  

Vocabulary – understanding new words using context. 
Words can mean more than one thing and the context 
helps you to work out which meaning it has when. 

Infer – ‘reading between the lines’. The text doesn’t 
tell you but you know from clues.  

Predict – predicting what is going to happen based on 
what you’ve read so far and your own knowledge. 

Explain – why has the author made the language and 
punctuation choices in his / her writing? Explain your 
understanding of what is happening. 

Retrieve – finding answers straight from the text. 

Summarise – retelling in short the main things that 
have happened so far. Which are the most important 
parts that people need to know? 
 

 



Monday 

Chapter 3 is called: What’s to be Done with the Iron Man?  

Task: Make a prediction based on the title of the chapter and what has happened already. 
What do you think is going to happen in this chapter? Think about how Hogarth was 
feeling at the end of chapter 2. 

 

Task:  Read chapter 3 of The Iron Man (attached to the post as a PDF). 

 

Things to think about: 

 The chapter starts with a peaceful and calm feeling. Can you find any words or 
phrases that make you feel this way? 

 As you were reading about the picnic – did you predict what was going to happen? 
What did the author do / say that made you think this picnic was not going to go to 
plan? 

 If you were the Iron Man, would you trust Hogarth after he trapped and buried you? 
The Iron Man does trust Hogarth - what does this tell us about what he is like? Did 
you trust Hogarth? 

 If you were one of the villagers, how would you have felt seeing the Iron Man being 
led through the village by Hogarth? 

 Think back to how chapter 2 ended - why do you think Hogarth did such a nice thing 
for the Iron Man? 

 

Tuesday  

The end of chapter 3 could be ‘happily ever after’ for the Iron Man, but there are two more 
chapters left. What could possible happen next? 

Chapter 4 – The Space Being and the Iron Man 

Task: Predict what you think is going to happen in this chapter. Explain why you think this. 

Look at the picture from the book. What do you notice? 
What do you wonder? 

Notice Wonder 

  

 



Read page 37: 

 

Questions: 

I - ‘What does ‘round eyes, busy mouths’ suggest about how people felt when they heard 
the strange news?  
 
R - What was the strange news everybody was talking about on page 37? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Read pages 38 & 39: 

 
Questions: 
I - ‘This speck was seen to be wriggling.’ – What is the intended effect of the use of the verb 
‘wriggling’? 
 
P - Why do you think the ‘strange thing’ stopped? 
 
P - What do you think the ‘struggling black speck’ could be? 
 
E - Why on page 38 does the author capitalise ‘BIGGER/GREW’? What effect does this 
have? 
 
R - Why did the astronomers have ‘worried frowns’?  
 
R - Why was the ‘star’ getting bigger?  
 
R - Find and copy 3 metaphors the author has used to describe how quickly the star was 
travelling towards Earth. 
 



Read pages 40 & 41: 

 
Questions: 

V - Find the word on page 40 that means ‘a dark solid shape with a bright light behind it.’ 
 
I - Why was it ‘lucky that the mountains and hills propped up its belly’? 
 
I - What had become Australia’s new sky? 
 
E - The author uses the verb ‘writhing’ to describe the creature’s movement. What does this 
word suggest? 
 
E - Look at the 3rd paragraph on page 41. Why does the author repeat the word terribly 
over and over? 
 
E - What does the author mean by ‘indescribably terrible’?  
 
R - Where was the shock of the creature landing felt? 

R - Where did the monster land? 



Wednesday 
Read pages 42 & 43:

 

Questions: 

V - What does it mean to satisfy something?  

I - Why had the people decided to name the monster the space-bat-angel dragon? 

E - How do the descriptions of the creature’s voice suggest that it was very loud? 

R - Why did the creature begin to speak?  

R - Why did the people of Earth decide not to feed the creature?  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Read pages 44 & 45: 

 

Questions: 

V - Find and copy a word that means to show sadness or disappointment. 

I - Why did the people ‘cry in dismay?’  

P - How might the arrival of this terrible creature involve the Iron Man? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Read pages 46 & 47: 

 

Questions: 

V - Explain the meaning of the noun ‘titbit’ on page 46. 

P - What do you think the Iron Man’s plan is? 

R - How did the Iron Man compare in size to the space-bat-angel-dragon? 
 
Task: Summarise - This chapter was named ‘The Space Being and the Iron Man.’ Rename 
this chapter with another suitable title – justify your choice. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Thursday 

Follow the link https://www.teachkidsart.net/the-art-of-blackout-poetry/ to find out all about 
blackout poetry. There’s a video further down the page with a great explanation and step-
by-step guide of how to produce your own blackout poem. 

 

Task: Use page 38 of The Iron Man to produce your own blackout poem. 

 

 

 

https://www.teachkidsart.net/the-art-of-blackout-poetry/


Friday 

Re-read chapter 4.  

Task: What are your impressions of the space-bat-angel-dragon (SBAD) from this chapter? 
What questions would you ask the SBAD at this point? 

 

Task: Put yourself into the shoes of the SBAD to answer the questions you posed.  
 
Look at the following question and answer. Write your own answer to the question, in your 
role as the SBAD, using the answer below as a model of what a good one looks like 
(WAGOLL). 
 
 
Q: How do you feel about your arrival on Planet Earth? 
 
A: I was relieved that I made it out of the gloomy red star in which I was 
trapped! This blue and white marble, you say is called Earth, caught my eye and 
I just knew that I had to check it out. The journey was immense; my silhouette-
black wings beat rhythmically and powerfully, until I made it! I don’t think this 
place was quite ready for me – apparently, the entire sphere swivelled around in 
confusion. This land I am in now, Australia, feels very bizarre – there isn’t 



enough space for my body on land, although the mountains that are propping 
up my belly make it really rather comfortable! I don’t quite know what was 
wrong with you human beings…I hadn’t even moved and people were rushing 
around crazily. Weeping and praying for help. Did they think I was some kind 
on monster? All I want is to be fed, my stomach rumbles dreadfully and I am 
awfully lonely. 
 

Art 

Task: Use paint (on the computer) to design you own space-bat-angel-dragon. 

 

 

Task: Design and make a 3D Iron Man. 

 

 

 



Science 

As part of The Iron Man project, we are investigating Forces and Magnets. 

 

Research questions: 

What materials are magnetic? 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zyttyrd/articles/zw889qt  

 

When the Iron Man was taken to the scrap yard, which delicious metals were magnetic and 
which ones weren’t? 

Task: Make your prediction about whether the following objects are magnetic or not and 
then find out if you were right. What did you base your prediction on? If you don’t have 
the items below – feel free to substitute for things you have around your home. 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zyttyrd/articles/zw889qt


Task: Investigating magnetic materials – Please see link to PowerPoint on original post. 

Choose an investigation you are able to carry out at home. 

 
 

Maths 

Please visit White Rose Maths: https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-3/  

Please work on Summer Term – Week 12 – WB 13.07.2020 

You will find the worksheets attached to the post on the school website. 

 

PSHE: 

We’re sure you’ll all be thinking forward to September and be excited about meeting your 
new teacher. Let’s have a think back this week over your time in Year Three and all the 
fantastic memories you have. 

 

Task: Make your own yearbook for Year Three. What have been the funniest moments? 
Who did you enjoy sharing the year with? What did you enjoy doing the most?  

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-3/


You can make it look however you like. A little keepsake from probably the strangest year 
at school you’ll ever have! 

 

 

 

 

We hope you’ve had a great week Year Threes and have managed to keep yourselves busy 
on the rainy days. This week you’ll be finding out more of the Iron Man’s story – reading 
two more chapters of this exciting tale! 

Please remember to keep in touch! Whilst we’re both busy in school working with key 
worker children – we still love hearing from you and seeing what you’ve been achieving. 
You’re doing so well Year Threes! Don’t forget to let us know if there’s anything at all we 
can help you with: 

nightingales@kingsway.notts.sch.uk or bramblings@kingsway.notts.sch.uk  

Remember to keep up with the Year 3 spellings, read regularly (Bug Club is still there jam 
packed with books at your level if you’re running out of books at home) and keep testing 

mailto:nightingales@kingsway.notts.sch.uk
mailto:bramblings@kingsway.notts.sch.uk


yourself on your times tables. These skills are so important and you’ll be needing them 
when you go into Year Four. 

Have a wonderful week Year Threes! Stay safe and look after each other!  

 

Mrs Dallison & Mr Chantry 

 


